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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions  
      
   
QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

a) Let { }3,2,1=Ω  

(i) Obtain P the power set of Ω . 

(ii)  Enumerate N the class of  σ -fields that are subsets of P.   (6 Marks)   

b) Given a probability space ( ),,, PℑΩ what does it mean to say that: 

(i) ℑ is a σ -fields of subsets of Ω ? 

(ii)  P is a (countably addictive) probability measure on (Ω , ℑ )?    

(iii) Suppose P is a probability measure that assigns probability 0>p  to each one point set of 

Ω .  Show that Ω  must have a finite number of points.    (8 Marks)

 

c) Suppose Ω=ℝ and P is a probability measure on ℝ.  Define F(x) by ∈−∞= xxPxF ]),,(()( ℝ.  

Show that: 

(i) F is monotone non-decreasing. 

(ii)  F is right continuous. 
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(iii) F has limits at ∞± .        (8 Marks) 

d)  

(i) Suppose 1, ≥nX n and X are random variables.  Explain what is meant by the statement { }nX

converges in probability to X. 

(ii)  Suppose that { }xnX n ,1, ≥ are random variables on a probability space ( ).,, PβΩ  If xxn →

almost surely (a.s.), show that nX converges in probability to X.   (5 Marks) 

e) A coin possibly biased, is tossed once, state the sample space Ω and σ -field F of subsets of Ω 

and define a possible probability measure.      (3 Marks) 

 

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 

a) Given a class C of subsets of Ω, show that there is a unique minimal σ -field containing C. 

            (4 Marks) 

b) Let ( ){ }∞≤≤≤−∞= babaC :,() be the open interval and let }[{ ∞≤≤<−∞= babaC :),)[  the 

semi-open interval open on the right.  Show that the unique σ -field containing ()C is also the 

unique σ -field containing ,[)C that is )()( [)() CC σσ =      (8 Marks) 

c) (i) Explain what is meant by a II-system. 

(ii) Show that if a class of subsets of Ω is both a II-system and a λ - system then it is a σ -field.

            (8 Marks) 

 QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)  

You are given a probability space ( )P,,ℑΩ  

a) What is a simple function?  Define the expectation E(X) of a simple function X.  Define the 

expectation E(X) of a non-negative function Ω:X → ℝ� that is not necessarily simple.(6 Marks) 

b) State the monotone convergence theorem.           (4 Marks) 
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c) For K,2,1=i let ix be uniformly distributed in the interval 
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pair of random variables V, Z].        (10 Marks) 

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a)  

(i) Define the characteristics function of a random variable X with distribution function F.  

(ii)  Show that the characteristics function is uniformly continuous on ℝ.    (7 Marks) 

b) Obtain the characteristic function of the random variable X if it has the distribution. (10 Marks) 
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c) State the inversion theorem.        (3 Marks) 

QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS)  

a) Define carefully what it means to say ( )P.,ℑΩ  is a probability space.    (3 Marks) 

b) Let =Ω ℤ�, the set of all non-negative integers.  Let ℑ = �	ℤ�
, the power set of ℤ�.  Let λ be a 

constant such that ,10 << λ and for every ∈k ℤ�,  let { }( ) ( ) .1 kkP λλ−= Show that we can extend 

this definition of P to every (PA∈ ℤ�
 so that ( )P.,ℑΩ is a probability space.  (7 Marks) 

c) 

(i) The integers 1,2,…, n are randomly permuted.  Show that the probability that there is an 

integer left unchanged (in its position)  by the permutation is   
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(ii)  Compute the probability that when the integers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) are permuted there is an 

integer left unchanged by the permutation.      (10 Marks) 

 

 


